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SUMMARY 

This paper presents an overview of the current progress of the Bangkok-Singapore Whole-
Flight Collaborative Decision Making (Whole-Flight CDM) initiative. It seeks to 
demonstrate potential efficiency gains from implementation of Collaborative Decision 
Making (CDM) on all phases of flight in the Bangkok – Singapore city pair. This would 
include areas such as scheduling, flight planning, surface movement at airports, integration 
with en-route CDM processes and post-operational reviews in order to enable seamless 
ATM operations and increased “predictability” from all the partners’ perspectives. This 
would take place under the auspices of Civil Air Navigation Services Organisation 
(CANSO) and further potentials in supporting Seamless Airspace and Seamless ATM 
Operations principle. 

This paper relates to –   
 
Strategic Objectives: 

A: Safety – Enhance global civil aviation safety 
C: Environmental Protection and Sustainable Development of Air Transport – 

Foster harmonized and economically viable development of international civil 
aviation that minimizes environmental impact 

 
Global Plan Initiatives:  
GPI-1  Flexible use of airspace  
GPI-6  Air traffic flow management 
GPI-7  Dynamic and flexible ATS route management 
GPI-8  Collaborative airspace design and management 
GPI-9  Situational awareness 
GPI-12  Functional integration of ground systems with airborne systems 
GPI-13 Aerodrome design and management 
GPI-14  Runway operations 
GPI-16  Decision support systems and alerting systems 
GPI-17  Data link applications 
GPI-18  Aeronautical information 
GPI-19  Meteorological Systems 
GPI-21  Navigation systems 
GPI-22  Communication infrastructure 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Notwithstanding current economic circumstances in Europe and North America, Air 
Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs) in the Asia-Pacific region continue to experience year-on-year 
traffic growth of over 10 percent from January 2011 onwards. 

1.2 According to IATA presentation at the CANSO Asia-Pacific ANSP Conference in 
June 2011, Asia-Pacific is already becoming the world’s largest aviation market. 

1.3 Continuing traffic growth will eventually put pressure on current air navigation 
service infrastructure which models aviation stakeholders as each other’s “customer” in ways that 
could affect cost-effectiveness, predictability, flexibility as well as other Key Performance Areas 
(KPAs) identified by ICAO as key expectations on the overall air navigation industry. 

1.4 On the other hand, under the Collaborative Decision Making (CDM) principle, 
aviation stakeholders could view each other as “partners” collaborating with the common goal of 
delivering high-quality air transport service for the flying public as well as other economic sectors 
relying on air transport. It is expected that adoption of the CDM principle could contribute to 
enhancements in many of ICAO KPAs from predictability, flexibility, cost-effectiveness, participation 
of aviation community and environment. 

1.5 Recognizing the potential benefit that CDM can bring about, CANSO introduced the 
concept of Whole-Flight CDM concepts between city pairs to maximise the predictability and 
efficiency for flights between city pairs. 

2. DISCUSSION 

2.1 To meet the challenges of anticipated traffic growth as well as providing safe and 
efficient services, aviation partners in Singapore and Thailand agreed to launch a pilot “Bangkok - 
Singapore CDM Project” with the aim to improve Air Traffic Management efficiency between these 
two major cities in the Asia-Pacific region under the CDM principle. The pilot project aims to monitor 
nominated flights between Bangkok’s Suvarnabhumi and Singapore’s Changi Airport to demonstrate 
the efficiency gains achievable through the integration of airport and en-route CDM and will establish 
best practices for other city pairs in the region. 

2.2 The collaboration builds on similar cooperation by partners in establishment of 
ATFM procedure using the BOBCAT system to manage westbound night time traffic from 
South/Southeast Asia to Europe (AR 4 Major Traffic Flow) as well as cooperation under the Asia and 
Pacific Initiative to Reduce Emissions (ASPIRE) framework. 

2.3 Aviation partners involved in the project can be grouped by traditional services being 
offered:  

a) ANSPs: Aeronautical Radio of Thailand (AEROTHAI), Civil Aviation Authority of 
Singapore (CAAS) and Department of Civil Aviation, Malaysia (DCA Malaysia) 

b) Airlines: Singapore Airlines and Thai Airways 

c) Airport Operators: Airports of Thailand (AOT) and Changi Airport Group (CAG) 

d) Ground Handling Agents: SATS (Singapore Airport Terminal Services) and Thai 
Airways 
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2.4 The initiative is currently being supported by CANSO Asia-Pacific office and 
CANSO’s Operations Standing Committee (OSC), with Mr Greg McDonald from Airservices 
Australia and Mr Stuart Ratcliffe from Metron Aviation supporting as moderators for the initiative, 
while the group is being co-chaired by Mr Rosly Saad from CAAS and Mr Piyawut Tantimekabut 
from AEROTHAI. 

2.5 The project seeks to demonstrate potential efficiency gains from implementation of 
Collaborative Decision Making (CDM) on all phases of flight in the Bangkok – Singapore city pair 
from scheduling, flight planning, surface movement at airports, integration with en-route CDM 
process and post-operational reviews in order to enable seamless ATM operations from all partners’ 
perspective. 

2.6 CDM would involve exchange of information among all aviation partners. As such, 
the initial scope of the project will involve sharing of required information to enable enhancement of 
gate-to-gate operations, with the ultimate goal of expansion to curb-to-curb optimizations. 

2.7 It is expected that identified best practices from this pilot project could serve as a 
model, which can be applied to other city pairs/airspace sectors/routes in order to contribute to 
seamless ATM operations from all aviation partners’ perspective, while also contributing to the 
Seamless ASEAN Sky initiative. 

2.8 It is also expected that as the project matures, more partners will come on board to 
ensure inclusion of other airlines and ground handling agents operating between the city pair. 

2.9 Since the project’s launch in June 2011 in Bangkok, the second meeting of the project 
was held in Singapore in August 2011, exchanging operational details of flights on the Bangkok-
Singapore city pair in order to develop the project’s initial Concept of Operations, which will identify 
information being shared and how it would benefit aviation partners by enhancing Common 
Situational Awareness and hence increase “predictability” of the flight. The second meeting also 
marked the inclusion of DCA Malaysia into the project team recognizing their vital role in the en-
route segment of this pilot project for the city pair. 

2.10 The third meeting of the project team was held in Bangkok alongside the First ICAO 
Asia-Pacific Seamless ATM Planning Group Meeting on 2-3 February 2012, finalizing concept of 
operations in preparation for a Whole-Flight CDM Operational Trial which would involve data 
sharing over a secured public internet connection among all aviation partners. The meeting expected 
that the CDM implementation would lead to a better on-time performance of the airlines, optimization 
of airspace and reduction of congestion at the airports, resulting in higher predictability and lower 
carbon emissions.  

2.11 According to the fourth meeting of the project team held in Maldives on 1 May 2012 
and further communication thereafter, the team finalized: 

a) data sharing template as an Excel Spreadsheet hosted on Microsoft SkyDrive 
with constantly updated information for all phases of flight, in terms of 
scheduled, targeted, and actual time; details of trial in Attachment 1; 

b) eight daily return test flights operated by Singapore Airlines and Thai Airways 

c) Trial Timeframe: 23 Jul  – 29 Jul 2012 Week 1 Operational Trial  

   30 Jul – 5 Aug 2012 Evaluation and Revision Period 

     6 Aug – 12 Aug 2012 Week 2 Operational Trial 
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2.12 As the Operational Trials are being conducted, the Post-Trial Review Meeting will be 
held in Hong Kong on 27 – 28 August 2012 to review and evaluate processes and concepts of 
operation. The Bangkok – Singapore Whole –Flight CDM Operational Trial is expected to provide 
benefits in the form of enhanced predictability which could assist in future punctuality enhancements. 
In addition, further development of the Whole-Flight CDM Initiative between Bangkok, Hong Kong, 
and Singapore will also be discussed: go-no-go decision and methodology to link IT systems for data 
update and sharing. 

2.13 It is expected that Whole – Flight CDM initiative, encompassing various key modules 
of ICAO ASBU Block 0, would become a key building block for seamless operation in the region as 
well as globally. 

3. ACTION BY THE MEETING 
 
3.1 The meeting is invited to:  

a) note progress of the Collaborative Decision Making initiative by the various 
partners to enhance ATM operational performance; and 

b) discuss any relevant matters as appropriate. 

 
…………………………. 



      

        
 

Bangkok-Singapore Whole-Flight CDM Pilot Project 

Operational Trial Arrangement and Beyond 
 

Objectives 

Application of Collaborative Decision Making (CDM) concepts which will enable measurable improvements in 
operational efficiency, predictability and punctuality to the Air Traffic Management (ATM) network and 
stakeholders for the entire flight between the two airports through provision of information to appropriate 
entities to facilitate efficient operations gate to gate. 

Scope of Operational Trial 

The Bangkok – Singapore Whole-Flight CDM trial would be conducted the following manner: 

 Trial Duration: 

Duration Activity 

23 – 29 Jul 2012 Week 1 Operational Trial 

6 – 12 Aug 2012 Week 2 Operational Trial (tentative) 

 Participating Flights: the following Singapore Airlines flights and Thai Airways flights between 
Bangkok – Singapore capturing turnaround process at Singapore Changi Airport and Suvarnabhumi 
International Airport 

Flight Departure Destination 

SQ972 Singapore – 0140UTC Bangkok – 0405UTC 

SQ975 Bangkok – 0530UTC Singapore – 0755UTC 

SQ974 Singapore – 0455UTC Bangkok – 0720UTC 

SQ977 Bangkok – 0830UTC Singapore – 1055UTC 

TG403 Bangkok – 0100UTC Singapore – 0315UTC 

TG404 Singapore – 0425UTC Bangkok – 0645UTC 

TG413 Bangkok – 0415UTC Singapore – 0630UTC 

TG414 Singapore – 0755UTC Bangkok – 1015UTC 

Information Sharing Mechanism 

- Essential information from the various stakeholders which may include some or all of the following will be 
shared: 

o Aircraft Operators 
o Ground Handling Agents 
o Airport Operators 
o Air Navigation Service Providers 

- For the purpose of the trial, CDM information will be shared over the Internet using Excel Spreadsheet 
stored with Microsoft SkyDrive website 

o Access to Microsoft SkyDrive website in order to exchange data is required 
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o Access to Microsoft Windows Live website is required to authenticate users 
o Windows Live SkyDrive ID for participants need to be provided for access to data 

- Data Sharing Template are divided into the following worksheets: 

Worksheet Partner(s) Description 

ANSP-Departure AEROTHAI, 
CAAS 

Information worksheet for departure ANSPs  
(tower and ACC) 

ANSP-En Route DCA Malaysia Information worksheet for Kuala Lumpur ACC 

ANSP-Arrival AEROTHAI, 
CAAS 

Information worksheet for arrival ANSPs  
(tower and ACC) 

Airport Operator-
Departure 

AOT, CAG Information worksheet for Airport Operators for departures 

Airport Operator-
Arrival 

AOT, CAG Information worksheet for Airport Operators for arrivals 

Airline-TG Thai Airways Information worksheet for Thai Airways 

Airline-SQ Singapore 
Airlines 

Information worksheet for Singapore Airlines 

Master Data  Common Information Worksheet shared by all based on information 
from other worksheets 

Variable Taxi-Out  Taxi-Out Time Database for Singapore Changi Airport and 
Suvarnabhumi International Airport 

Variable Taxi-In  Taxi-In Time Database for Singapore Changi Airport and 
Suvarnabhumi International Airport 

Configuration  Configuration worksheet for defaults such as default taxi-out and 
taxi-in times 

- The following data are being shared through the Data Sharing Template: 

Partner(s) Data Provided 

Aircraft Operators - Flight Schedule: call sign, aircraft type, departure and arrival schedule 
- Flight Plan Information: Transfer of Control Point and Elapsed Time information 

when aircraft control expected to be handed over from departure ACC (Bangkok 
ACC or Singapore ACC) to Kuala Lumpur ACC, Transfer of Control Point and 
Elapsed Time information when aircraft control expected to be handed over 
from Kuala Lumpur ACC to final destination ACC (Bangkok ACC or Singapore 
ACC), total elapsed time 

- Target Off-Block Time (TOBT): expected time aircraft will be in position to push 
back from departure aircraft stand; updated 40 minutes, 10 minutes prior to 
schedule departure and when significant changes occur 

Airport Operators - Aircraft Stand / Gate Allocation of aircraft in question: initial plan, updated 40 
minutes, 10 minutes prior to schedule departure and arrival 

- Actual Off-Block Time (AOBT) from departure airport 
- Actual In-Block Time (AIBT) at departure airport 

Departure ANSPs - Runway Allocation of participating aircraft on departure 
- Actual time at Transfer of Control Point to Kuala Lumpur ACC 

En Route ANSP - Actual time at Transfer of Control Point to final destination ACC 

Destination ANSPs - Runway Allocation of participating aircraft on arrival 
- Target Landing Time (TLDT): updated 40 minutes, 10 minutes prior to schedule 

arrival and when significant changes occur 
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- The following data are expected to become commonly available to partners: 
o Flight Identity and locations 
o Off-Block Time:  

 Scheduled (SOBT or STD) 
 Target (TOBT) times  

 Calculated from SOBT/STD by default 

 Updated 40 minutes ahead of STD by airlines 

 Updated 10 minutes ahead of STD by airlines 

 Updated when significant changes occur by airlines 
 Actual (AOBT) 

o Take-Off Time: 
 Scheduled (STOT) 
 Target (TTOT) 

 Calculated from SOBT/STD 

 Calculated from TOBT and Taxi-Out Time (default, revised when aircraft stand and 
runway allocation provided) 

 Updated 40 minutes ahead of STD based on TOBT from airlines 

 Updated 10 minutes ahead of STD based on TOBT from airlines 

 Updated when significant changes occur based on TOBT from airlines 

 Revised based on AOBT and Taxi-Time after off-block 
  Actual (ATOT) 

o Time at Transfer of Control Point from departure ACC to Kuala Lumpur ACC: 
 Planned time calculated based on TTOT from departure airport 
 Planned time updated based on ATOT from departure airport 
 Planned time revised by Kuala Lumpur ACC when significant changes occur 
 Actual time by departure ACC 

o Time at Transfer of Control Point from Kuala Lumpur ACC to arrival ACC: 
 Planned time calculated based on planned transfer of control to Kuala Lumpur ACC 
 Planned time updated based on actual transfer of control to Kuala Lumpur ACC 
 Actual time by Kuala Lumpur ACC 

o Landing Time: 
 Scheduled (SLDT) 
 Target (TLDT) 

 Calculated from SIBT/STA 

 Calculated from planned transfer of control from Kuala Lumpur ACC 

 Calculated from actual transfer of control from Kuala Lumpur ACC 

 Updated 40 minutes ahead of STA by arrival ANSP 

 Updated 10 minutes ahead of STA by arrival ANSP 

 Updated when significant changes occur 
  Actual (ALDT) 
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o In-Block Time:  
 Scheduled (SIBT or STA) 
 Target (TIBT) 

 Calculated from STA/SIBT 

 Calculated from TLDT and Taxi-In Time 

 Updated 40 minutes ahead of STA based on TLDT by arrival ANSP 

 Updated 10 minutes ahead of STA based on TLDT by arrival ANSP 

 Updated when significant changes occur 
 Actual (AIBT) 

Operational Description 

The following sequences of events are expected to occur during a typical participating flight 

- Days Prior to Flight Operation: 
o Aircraft Operators input schedule information into “Airline-SQ” or “Airline-TG” worksheet for 

each day to start data sharing process (single file for one day of flights) 
- 2-3 Hours prior to departure: 

o Aircraft Operators add information on elapsed times: total elapsed time and elapsed time to 
Transfer of Control Points 

o Aircraft Operators’ Target Off-Block Time (TOBT) start off defaulting to Scheduled Time of 
Departure (STD or Scheduled Off-Block Time: SOBT) 

o Airport Operators provide Aircraft Stand / Gate allocation for participating aircraft into 
worksheets “Airport Operators-Departure” and “Airport Operators-Arrival” 

o ANSPs provide runway allocation for participating aircraft into worksheets “Departure ANSPs” 
and “Arrival ANSPs” 

o Provided information would be combined into scheduled and planned off-block, take-off, 
transfer of control, landing and in-block times 

- 40 minutes prior to departure 
o Aircraft operators review TOBT 
o Airport operators review and finalize aircraft stand / gate allocation  
o ANSPs review runway allocation 

- 10 minutes prior to departure 
o Aircraft operators review and finalize TOBT 
o ANSPs review and finalize runway allocation 

- Off-Block and Departure 
o Airport Operator record Actual Off-Block Time (AOBT) in worksheet “Airport Operator-Departure” 
o Departure ANSPs record Actual Take-Off Time (ATOT) in worksheet “Departure ANSPs” 

- Transfer of Control to Kuala Lumpur ACC 
o Departure ANSPs’ ACCs record Actual Time at Transfer of Control Point 

- Transfer of Control to final arrival ACC 
o Kuala Lumpur ACC revises Planned Time at Transfer of Control Point if necessary 

- Kuala Lumpur ACC records Actual Time at Transfer of Control Point 
40 minutes prior to landing 

o Arrival ANSPs review estimated landing time as Target Landing Time (TLDT) in worksheet “Arrival 
ANSPs” 

o Airport operators review and finalize aircraft stand / gate allocation for arriving aircraft 
o Ground Handling review resource allocation plans 

- 10 minutes prior to landing 
o Arrival ANSPs finalize Target Landing Time (TLDT) 
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o Airport Operator and Ground Handling dispatch resources 
- Landing, Taxi and In-Block 

o Arrival ANSPs record Actual Landing Time (ALDT) 
o Airport Operator record Actual In-Block Time (AIBT) 

During “fluid” circumstances, partners are expected to update respective timings in their worksheets to 
provide situational awareness to others in order to enhance common situational awareness and enhance 
decision-making process. 

Potential Outcomes 

Implementation of the Whole – Flight CDM processes on a wide-scale basis could potentially provide the 
following benefits to supporting functions at airport as follows; 

Generic objectives and performance indicators 

o Increase airport efficiency by improving punctuality and reducing delays 
o Reduce environmental nuisance by reducing engine run or operating time 
o Optimise the use of capacity by increasing airport efficiency 
o Improve safety by reducing apron and taxiway congestion 

Airport Operators 

o Improve the usage of infrastructure 
o Improve public information data quality 
o Reduce late aircraft stand and gate changes 
o Improve operational staff involvement by measuring the performance of the participating 

operational staff. 

Aircraft Operators and Ground Handlers 

o Improve predictability of operations 
o Improve airline resource management 
o Minimise the impact of delays due to late arrival of inbound flight 
o Optimise turn-round time 
o Improve ground handler resource management 
o Reduce delays related to fuelling services   
o Improve operational staff involvement by measuring the performance of the participating 

operational staff. 
o Improve flexibility due to enhanced predictability of operations 

ANSPs 

o Increase and optimise runway throughput 
o Optimise take-off and departure queue by using variable taxi times 
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Targeted Performance Improvements 

Enhance predictability, with the goal of working towards improving punctuality over time 

- Predictability KPIs 
o Target Off-Block Time (TOBT) compared to Actual Off-Block Time (AOBT) 
o Target Landing Time (TLDT) compared to Actual Landing Time (ALDT) 
o Target In-Block Time (TIBT) compared to Actual In-Block Time (AIBT) 

- Punctuality KPIs 
o Scheduled Off-Block Time (SOBT) compared to Actual Off-Block Time (AOBT) 
o Scheduled In-Block Time (SIBT) compared to Actual In-Block Time (AIBT) 

Project Milestones 

INFORMATION/ANALYSIS (2011-MAY 2012) 

- February 2012: Face-to-Face Meeting 
o Develop Concept of Operations / Project Plan Document 
o Define KPIs 

- March 2012: Draft information sharing template 
- April 2012: Teleconference to walkthrough information sharing template 
- May 2012: Meeting to finalize trial 

OPERATIONAL TRIAL (JUN-AUG 2012) 

- July 2012: Commence Operational Trial of Bangkok – Singapore Whole of Flight CDM 
- July 2012: Post-Trial Data Analysis 

POST TRIAL REVIEW & EVALUATION (AUG - SEP 2012) 

- August 2012: Post-Trial Review Meeting in Hong Kong 
- Review and evaluate processes and concept 
- GO-NO-GO decision for further development of concepts towards implementation phase 

o Expand Whole – Flight CDM initiative from Bangkok – Singapore to Bangkok – Hong Kong – 
Singapore 

o Methodology to link IT systems of all involved in a networked manner to reduce workload on 
data sharing 

IMPLEMENTATION PHASE (Year X) 

- Implementation of Whole of flight CDM concept and gradual inception of A-CDM and en-route CDM 
technologies. 

- Whole of flight CDM becomes a daily norm 
- Continue education of all partners 
- Development of new functionality 
- Expansion of concept to other city pairs.  


